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Physics of Gravity
This article describes electromagnetic origin of gravity and describes techniques to generate gravitational field that has the opposite sign to that of Earth.
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Following ignition of its nuclear synthesis, a newly created star ejects laser-like jet of matter along its axis of rotation in two opposite directions. This matter, accelerated to relativistic speeds (speeds comparable to the speed of light) away from its source, interacts with the surrounding gas producing light that we can see using a telescope. Similar highly collimated bi-directional jets are generated by other spinning cosmic objects such as quasars and generate the most energetic cosmic rays known to man. This image provides a 2022 cosmic illustration of the hypothesis presented in the 2013 article above. Credit: NASA Hubble telescope 12 March 2022
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Atoms and electrons interact and resonate with light. How about tuning in?
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Information about Life is encoded in Light. Welcome to electro-photonics...
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Threat ?
The ultimate danger for our civilization comes not from slow climate change, but from overheating the heat-generating planetary interior due to the greenhouse effect in the atmosphere, that traps the interior heat. This process is slow, but its final consequences are violent and irreversible. The very existence of Earth is at stake. There will be no second chance if people on Earth continue to ignore the advice...
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